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Interior permanent magnet motors (IPMSMs) are employed for the drive motors of electric and hybrid vehicles. Therefore, control method to be used in the overmodulation range of the inverter is important to achieve fast torque response and expand the operating range of the IPMSMs.
In general, an IPMSM is controlled in the overmodulation range by using current vector control and voltage phase control. However, the mode of the controller should be switched from current vector control to voltage phase control. This switch deteriorates the torque response. Therefore, it is desirable to control the IPMSMs using only one mode of the controller over the full operating range. In this paper, a control method over the full operating range based on perfect tracking control and PWM hold model is proposed; the method does not require a switching structure of controllers.
In addition, the torque response is affected by harmonic current which is generated when the IPMSM is used in the overmodulation range. Solutions to this problem were proposed, based on removing harmonic currents from real currents with estimating harmonic currents. However, the discrete-time model for estimating harmonic current has not been discussed. In this paper, the PWM hold model of IPMSM is used for estimating the nominal output which takes harmonic currents into consideration. Moreover, the windup phenomenon is simultaneously prevented by estimating the nominal output which takes saturated fundamental component of inverter output voltage into consideration. Fig. 1 show the block diagram of proposed method 2. The NOE is the nominal output estimator. The NOE estimates the nominal output which takes harmonic current and saturated fundamental component into consideration. In the overmodulation range, the estimated nominal outputî 0 is used as the nominal output i * 0 . In linear range, i 0 which is the target tracking trajectory delayed one sample is used as i * 0 . In proposed method 1,î 0 is used as i * 0 over the full operating range. Fig. 2 shows experimental results.T is the estimated torque calculated using the real current i. T 0 is the torque calculated using i 0 . In the conventional method, current vector control and voltage phase control are employed. The experimental results show the advantages of proposed method 2. 
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